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“One cannot think well,
love well, sleep well,
if one has not dined well.”
The aged care food edition...
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In this edition, we have a focus on food. It is a
central aspect of all of our lives – and a core
area of aged care! Food is so much more than
just nourishment for our bodies: it brings people
together, it links us to memories and other
experiences, and its contribution to clinical
improvement is still being understood.

Moving towards the Federal Budget, it is an opportune
time to consider the Commonwealth Government’s
role in aged care. The Commonwealth provides the
majority of funding to aged care providers, and
regulates service standards and the prices that
consumers pay.

Similarly, aged care is a broad industry – there is
the work of our care staff, our skilled nurses, our
hospitality workers, our allied health and lifestyle
professionals.
Together, aged care providers support the whole
person – and employ a wide range of skilled, caring
staff.
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The industry has been doing more with less for a
number of years now, but there is a limit to how long
this can continue.
The failures of the Commonwealth quality and
monitoring system to detect and correct poor practice,
combined with the ongoing funding squeeze from the
Commonwealth, highlight the importance of getting
Commonwealth Government settings correct to
support a robust industry.

DISCLAIMER: ACIA and the editor have made every effort to ensure the information in this Journal was correct at press time.

NURSING MANAGEMENT
ADVISORY SUPPORT
GROUP (NMAS)
...a permanent committee of the
ACIA Board
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...thought leadership for energising
and innovating. This is our aged care
food edition.

ACIA’s Age Editor Journal Magazine introduces
thought leadership for energising and innovating aged care through articles and editorial
topics which touch our services industry.
In our Spring inaugural edition, we discussed the
grand challenge for society, whether innovative
policies and regulations are more effective than
technological development in delivering benefit,
and whether staffing ratios in aged care are unresponsive to policy settings. ACIA’s Summer Edition
delved into topics such as foot care and branding

NMAS
CHAIR

aged care...
In the Spring edition we heard the views of Mary,
an aged care resident with Estia Health and Steve,
a retiree living in Darwin. In the Summer edition
we met Ria and heard her story about entry into
Rembrandt Living as a new resident. We heard
from Kay Cypher, Western Australia who provided
our Award winning front cover photograph!
For this Autumn edition, we asked contributors to
continue with themes of forward thinking, future
trends and fun outcomes, to spark, inspire and

NMAS Chair

demonstrate our industry making an impact. It’s
what we all need to hear about.

Pru Mounsey
It seems difficult to believe that it’s already April –
and that Easter is already behind us! Perhaps that is
a feature of the Industry: there is so much happening
every day, that time never seems to drag.

Social Connections
Facebook - agedcareindustry

The challenge is always finding time for everything.

Instagram - @agedcareindustry

The Nursing Management Advisory and Support
group (NMAS) has been a bit the same: never a dull
moment. This year we have welcomed Ms Cheryl
Edwards from Edenfield Family Care to the group.
Cheryl’s broad experience in aged care, including
in NSW, is a welcome and valuable addition to the
NMAS Committee.

LinkedIn - www.linkedin.com
Twitter - @agedcareassoc

Read more on page 7...
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ACIA Statements
09/03/18 - Suicides in Aged Care, Study Shines a Light on
High Quality of Aged Care | Key Points
“We value the work of researchers in generating improved
data regarding aged care. This supports our industry’s
commitment to continuous improvement, by providing a
robust evidence base.”
•

Suicide rates in aged care are extremely low

•

Data is lack on suicide rates for older people in the
community

•

Aged care providers work to support wellbeing for their
residents

•

ACIA welcomes the efforts of researchers to generate
high-quality data on aged care

21/02/18 - Cameras in Residential Aged Care | Key
Points
ACIA noted that one of the examples cited in the article
relates to abuse in a hospital context – highlighting that
elder abuse is not primarily an aged care issue.
•

Residential aged care is a safe environment for older
people

•

Elder abuse is mostly perpetrated by family members

•

Surveillance cameras raise complex questions of
resident and staff rights

•

Mandatory surveillance cameras in aged care are not a
viable solution

02/03/18 - ICAC Report on Oakden Highlights Uniqueness
of Service | Key Points
CEO Luke Westenberg said, “The conditions at Oakden were
appalling and unacceptable.”
•

Abuse at Oakden was unacceptable

•

Oakden was a mental health facility run by the State
Government, not a mainstream residential aged care
provider

•

The situation at Oakden bears no resemblance to the
care provision and practices in residential aged care

•

Aged care employs 24,000 people in SA;
these hard-working, committed people should not be
compared to Oakden
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Chris Stride; ACIA Board Chair
Managing Director, Infinite Care incorporating
Bonney Healthcare Group
Chris is a Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Queensland and High
Court of Australia, and holds a Bachelor of Laws and a Graduate
Certificate in Applied Finance and Investment.
Chris has a broad range of experience covering corporate advisory
and financial services, mergers and acquisitions, property and
finance, aged care and retirement, as well as commercial litigation.
As Managing Director for Infinite Care, Chris oversees over 400
beds across five operating residential aged care facilities, set in
unique and diverse locations around Adelaide, South Australia,
and over 1,000 approved places across nine residential aged care
facilities across Australia, currently in the development pipeline.

An update from Chris
Chris says,
“It has been a busy time at ACIA since the last edition of our
magazine. We have had the South Australian election, release
of the Independent Commission Against Corruption report into
Oakden, continuing reviews of aged care quality, and changes to
the Australian Aged Care Quality Agency (AACQA).
There have also been change in the Board of ACIA. Our former
Chair, Robert Dempsey, and our former Deputy Chair, Pooja
Newman, have stepped down from our Board this year.
Both have served on our Board for a number of years, and have
made important contributions to the association.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank both Rob and Pooja
for their dedication and hard work, and wish them all the best for
the future.
Our Board has recently been joined by Mr Jonathan Shteinman.
Jonathan brings decades of experience as an aged care proprietor,
in both managing and developing aged care facilities. We welcome
Jonathan, and look forward to working with him as ACIA moves
forward.
Changes in our industry include the introduction of unannounced
re-accreditation visits from 1 July 2018. The process for reaccreditation released by the Department of Health and AACQA
allay some of the concerns that the initial announcement raised.
ACIA has some concerns that re-accreditation is being presented as
a monitoring tool rather than an occasion to review the systems in
place to support provision of appropriate care – it will be interesting
to see how the new structure plays out in practice.

ACIA
Statements
The Australian aged care
industry is a rapidly growing
and changing sector and
ACIA believes in the value of
good advice and education
to support members in their
journey through the aged
care industry regulatory
changes.
We believe in utmost support
of our age care provider
members, which is offered
to all organisations and
companies who are providers
of aged care services, direct to
aged care consumers.
ACIA’s work is to encourage
a legislative and regulatory
environment, which supports
high standards and long-term
viability for the aged care
industry as a whole.
ACIA’s membership includes
both direct care providers and
organisations who support
and supply direct care
providers.
We are constantly seeking to
develop our existing services
as well as add new services
where appropriate.
We are here for you.

Office Address:
Unit 5, 259 Glen Osmond
Road, FREWVILLE SA 5063

ACIA will continue its work to advocate for a sustainable aged
care system that provides appropriate quality of care to older
Australians.
In the lead-up to the Federal Budget, it is important to remember
that aged care providers are an essential community service – by
providing care and support for older Australians, we contribute to
not only their happiness and wellbeing, but to the wellbeing of all
those around them.
Aged care really is everybody’s business!”
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Care tip: Responding
formally with a
personalised letter
to every complaint
makes all the difference.
Name: Kerry Jachmann
Occupation: Executive Director
Estia Health Salisbury East
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Clinical personalities
Your NMAS Committee

Pru Mounsey (Chair)
Infin8 Care
Andrea Sander – Allity
Cheryl Edwards – Edenfield
Florence Padman – Premier
Healthcare
Karen Daniels – Ananda
Kerry Jachmann – Estia
Michelle Toland – Rosha Group
Natalie Allen – Estia
Paul Conlon – Infin8 Care

ACIA’s Business
Management Forum
Thursday 24th May.

Pru’s update
One of the issues we have
been focusing on include
questions regarding restraint
– what constitutes restraint on
a person’s behaviour, how can
safety concerns be balanced
effectively with a person’s
autonomy, and how regulators
from the Australian Aged Care
Quality Agency perceive this
balance.
The NMAS was very pleased to
see aged care nurses strongly
represented in the SA Health
Nursing and Midwifery Awards.
We are always keen to promote
the excellent work done by
nurses in aged care, and the
reality that aged care is an
opportunity to use a whole
range of nursing skills that
can’t always be applied in other
settings.
The aged care industry will
need to attract large numbers
of nurses in the coming years –
part of the solution is to involve
nurses and our industry talking
about the opportunities and
the worth of nursing in aged
care.

Figures Show Aged
Care Industry
Providing High-Quality
Care to Residents
Key Points
Aged care industry is committed
to excellence in care
Aged care providers care for
over 25,000 South Australians
every day
There are 277 facilities providing
residential aged care in South
Australia
Figures show that the quality
regime has encouraged ongoing
improvement in practice
Aged care is one area of nursing
that will keep on growing as
Australia faces a larger and
larger aging population over the
next
20 to 30 years.
Skilled aged care nurses will
always be in demand and this
sector of nursing can be a
good career option.

Aged care seems to be
changing all the time, but one
thing that does not change
is the need for providers
to operate sustainable and
financially-viable businesses.
Funding cuts, changing policy
priorities and shifting consumer
expectations require businesses
to be controlling costs, pursuing
revenue opportunities,
managing risks, and identifying
strategies to enhance their
offerings.
Pesentations around revenue
and cost management, ACFI
tune-up, cost-effective menu
planning for consumer
nutrition and satisfaction,
banking and insurance options
to manage risk and support
business continuity, aged
care consumerism and new
developments in robotics to
reduce staffing burden.
Come along for an informative,
thought-provoking day and
meet;
Dr Alison Yaxley
National Bank - Craig Moore
Marsh - Jenny Box
Realise Performance - Chris
Westacott
G88 Consulting - Greg Adey
Wellness & Lifestyles - Lisa
Foster
Guild Insurance - Joanne St Clair
Lamson - Leonie Mulheran
DPS - Mark Ogden
Health - Danny McAteer

To book; email
enquiry@acia.asn.au
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FROM THE
PEG BOARD
ACIA Education
We encourage you to contact
Kym or Barb via enquiry@
acia.asn.au to ask for more
information about our full
calendar of events.
FOOD SAFETY LEGISLATION
AND COMPLIANCE
Date: Friday 4th May 2018
Time: 9.30am to 1.00pm Morning tea provided
Location: ACIA Training Room
- Cnr of North Street and
Avenue Road, Frewville
Who should attend:
Staff of aged care facilities
All food handlers (chefs,
cooks and food processors)
Handlers of food equipment
(cleaners, drivers of food
transport vehicles and
maintenance staff),
Individuals who teach food
hygiene
Overview for this training
session:
•

FSANZ Food Safety
Standards

•

Practical interpretation of
food law

•

Eliminating the main
causes of food poisoning

•

Controlling crosscontamination

•

Temperature and time
monitoring

•

Receival, storage,
processing, and delivery
of food

•

Health and hygiene of
food handlers

•

Cleaning, sanitation and
pest control

www.acia.asn.au/courseschedule-events
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Building on the tremendous success of the Palliative & Aged
Care Forum held in Australia last year, Clariden is launching
the 2nd Annual Palliatve, Aged & Dementia Care Forum.
This forum brings together international care leaders as they
discuss the best practices from award winning palliative, aged
and dementia care providers.
Unique to this year’s event is that this forum comprises of 3
separately bookable events:
Day 1 (Palliative Care)
Day 2 (Aged Care)
Day 3 (Dementia Care)
You can choose to attend the forum dates that are most highly
relevant to your needs. By registering for 3 days, you will receive
up to 45% pricing discount.
We will also be hosting a Champagne Networking Session for
our delegates and 30+ international thought leaders to share
how to re-think, re-design and improve future palliative, aged
and dementia care services.
By registering 3 delegates, your fourth colleague will receive a
complimentary seat.
For more information, please contact Mandy
mandy.denver@claridenglobal.org OR +61 3 9909 7310
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South Australian Election
An Aged Care Industry perspective

The South Australian State election on 17 March 2018 saw aged care take a more prominent role
than is often the case.
This highlights that, while the Commonwealth Government may seem to have the primary influence
on aged care (through the operations of the Aged Care Act 1997 and associated funding), State
Governments have a significant impact on the sector.
The Oakden scandal played a prominent role in the State election – particularly with the release of
the Independent Commission Against Corruption Commissioner’s report in the second-last week of
the campaign.
The Commissioner’s findings indicated failure to provide appropriate care at a number of levels. The
Commissioner noted that he had not made a finding of maladministration against the Minister for
Mental Health because of an inquiry initiated by an SA Health executive.
The release of the report so close to the election, and the strong criticisms of the SA Government’s
administration of the facility, led to the Premier promising an audit of SA Government-run aged care
facilities; disappointingly, this was not followed through.
ACIA has highlighted this issue to the new SA Government, to ensure South Australians can
have confidence in the care being provided through SA Health facilities.
This is particularly pressing given that Multi-Purpose Services (MPS) are not subject to quality
monitoring and oversight by the Australian Aged Care Quality Agency. Unlike residential aged care
facilities and home care packages, services provided through an MPS are not accredited by AACQA,
nor are they subject to monitoring visits; quality regulation is up to the provider. In South Australia,
there are 26 of these facilities (all run by the SA Government).
In light of the evidence at Oakden, South Australians could be forgiven for having doubts about
the quality of care that has been provided by these SA Government-run facilities. An audit of care
quality in these 26 facilities will give confidence that older South Australians are receiving the care
they deserve – and that the community expects.
Other areas in which State Governments impact on aged care are highlighted by the SA election
result also. For example, the Liberal Party campaigned strongly on reducing payroll tax. Since 1969,
payroll tax has been managed by State Governments.
With the Commonwealth Government’s decision to abolish the payroll tax supplement in 2015,
aged care providers have been exposed to State Governments’ payroll tax decisions.
ACIA supports actions that reduce the taxation burden on aged care providers – with the
combination of cuts to Commonwealth subsidies, increases in costs and care expectations,
the ability of providers to care for older Australians (and provide employment to a quarter of
a million Australians) cannot but be impacted by State taxation.
State Governments also establish planning and development regimes, with a major impact on the
ability of aged care providers to build and upgrade their facilities. The experience of LifeCare shortly
before the SA election, when the Planning Minister rejected development applications, underlines
the effect State Governments can have on aged care providers’ businesses and costs.
ACIA will continue to work with the new Government to advocate for the importance of aged
care providers in supporting older Australians and providing jobs to hundreds of thousands of
employees.
The importance of State Governments in creating a suitable environment to allow aged care
providers to make this contribution should not be underestimated.
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For all the working
mums out there,
we just wanted to
take a moment to
congratulate and
honour you on
Mother’s Day.

Celebrating the mothering side
of our aged care workforce
Age Editor Article

By 2040, globally and in developed countries, average
life expectancy increased from about 66 years in 1950 to
roughly 78 in 2010, while fertility rates fell. For example,
adults 65 and older will account for more than one in five
Americans, up from 15 percent in 2015.
In the countries of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, older
adults are projected to reach 123 million by 2050, almost equal to
Japan’s current total population
By 2030, Japan will become the world’s first “ultra-aged” nation, with
more than 28 percent of the population 65 and older, while Hong Kong,
South Korea, and Taiwan will be considered “super-aged,” with more
than 21 percent above 65. In Europe, where a quarter of the population
is 60 or older, that proportion is projected to reach 35 percent in
2050. For Latin America and the Caribbean, the 60-plus population will
increase from 12 percent of the total in 2017 to 25 percent in 2050.

Report on the
findings of the 2016
National Aged Care
Workforce Census
and Survey (NACWCS)
It was conducted by the
National Institute of Labour
Studies, on behalf of the
Australian Department of
Health, and says,

The estimated number of
PAYG aged care workers is

Comparatively youthful Africa will also age, from 5 percent of the
population aged 60 and over in 2017, to 9 percent in 2050.

- 366,027 (4 per cent
increase since 2012)

As a generalisation, half of these people will be women (although
statistically it’s been shown that women live longer). A woman has to
take care of her own personal life and if she is a mother, she also takes
care of her children´s life. As a carer in aged care, she then takes on the
care of another’s life living within the facility of her work.

- 235,764 in residential
facilities
- 130,263 in home care and
home support outlets.

The report, shared to the right of this article, finds the aged care
workforce remains predominantly female, older, and in good health.
It is a well qualified and trained workforce, with good access to further
work-related training. The direct care residential workforce is getting
younger and the home care and home support one is getting older.

It also states characteristics
of PAYG residential direct
care workforce

Predominantly female.

- 87 per cent female

This equates to a large workforce juggling duties of work, rest and
play! Or rather, the mothering side of our workforce.

- Median age 46 years

This Mother’s Day, while we celebrate the lives of the mothers and
grandmothers living with us in our residential homes, also take
a minute to think of (you and) your colleagues who are mothers,
grandmothers or on their way to being a mother. Also reflect for the
mothers we have lost, who are still with us in memory. Think of those
among us who prefer to remain silent and not celebrate, or who
perhaps celebrate at a different time of the year and in a different way.

- 70 per cent are Personal
Care Attendants (PCA).

We encourage the
continuation of this capture
of data.

ACIA CEO Luke Westenberg says, “the parallels between caring for one’s
children, caring for one’s parents, and caring for others as a care worker
can perhaps highlight the truth that not everybody is suited to working in
aged care; the ones who do it, and do it well, are a special breed worth
celebrating. Perhaps a little like mothers?”
Happy mothers day all.
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Customer Experience; Making lemonade
“When life gives you lemons, make lemonade”
is a phrase used to encourage optimism and a
positive can-do attitude in the face of adversity
or misfortune.
If you end up with something sour, like a lemon, we
are encouraged to try our best to find the deeper
sweetness.
But what do you do when faced with a majority of
residents being limited in choice regarding their
ability to maintain contact with loved ones and
friends after entering permanent residential aged
care?
The Lifestyle team at Infinite Care have an
appreciation that this can be due to the relocation
from their home and nearby friends and neighbours.
While family still visited, they examined Standard
3.5 Independence, and how they could enable
deeper socialisation and contact with friends, family
and a resident’s community.
It was through the introduction of iPads to the
home (used at the bed side for assessments
and documentation) and the increased use of
computers within the home, that residents were
offered the opportunity to have a higher level
of IT understanding and how that can benefit
connectedness for them.
Residents were supported to attend regular
computer classes at the local library and offered
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assistance from the facility inhouse IT team to feel
comfortable using technology as part of their day
to day communication. This was a popular decision
amongst residents, so Infinite purchased a number
of resident specific iPad’s that are now available
for residents to use at their leisure, for games and
internet access.
That said, one resident remained depressed. In fact,
they had significant depression and social isolation
and refused to engage. You could say life was full of
lemons. The Infinite team were still determined to
support the resident through their dark patch and lift
their mood and behaviour. So, following significant
consultation with family and a treating Psychiatrist,
an agreement was made and put in place which
resulted in a successful outcome.
The resident attended a computer training session
at the local council and to date still attends these
sessions. An iPad was given to her as a birthday
present from her family who report she is the
happiest she has ever been, and that it has opened
up a whole new world for her.
The resident says she now communicates with family
interstate and family and friends at home. She states
she can visit the whole world which she couldn’t
before and she also engages with others within the
home, often adopting those with a cognitive decline.
You could say life turned to lemonade. Sweet as.
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Customer Experience; Making art
Using Art Therapy and Drama to explore life’s
potential
Art therapy is a creative method of expression used
as a therapeutic technique which originated in the
fields of art and psychotherapy. Art therapy may
focus on the creative art-making process itself, as
therapy, or on the analysis of expression gained
through an exchange of patient and therapist
interaction.
‘Creative activity promotes brain health and
psychological well being into late life’

The Art therapy program can help resolve conflicts,
develop interpersonal skills, manage behaviour,
reduce stress, increase self esteem and achieve
insight.

Our St Louis nursing home team looks after our
close-knit ‘family’ of 45 residents, and their team
have an ongoing commitment to keeping the love
of learning alive no matter what our age.
They say, “Art therapy is a way to find out
more about the way you think and process
information.”

In 2011 Alan Hendry founded the Vintage Theatre
Co-op, a community run program aimed to enhance
the wellbeing and quality of life of the socially
isolated older person (65+) through providing
accessible opportunities to engage in the performing
arts. But he didn’t stop there.
In 2017 the program produced a sell out Fringe
theatre performance titled ‘Encounters’ at the
Bakehouse Theatre, Adelaide. Performed by a
community group of older persons from the
programs “Don’t Act Your Age” Elizabeth, South
Australia workshop program, the performance
challenged stereotypes and provided insight into
the emotional, physical and mental health challenges
faced by the aging population within today’s
community.
They say it’s never too late to realise your
potential.
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Technology has the
ability to connect
millions of people with
the services they need

Ubercare is a technology
platform that efficiently
finds the nearest available
care worker in a local
area.
It means absolutely anybody
can pick up their phone and
order support to their door
where and when they need
it.
As the client, when you
press the button to request
care, you have a choice
of qualified careworkers
and can review their
profile picture, star rating,
screening information and
expected time of arrival.
Once you’ve chosen a
careworker, you’ve opened a
direct line of communication
with them and can track
how far away they are.
Peer to peer models have
already resulted in improved
quality and value for money
for both the customer and
the worker in a diverse
range of industries.
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We are finding the Ubercare model is attracting a new
motivated workforce who are engaged and enthusiastic,
they’re seeking the flexibility and reward of running their
own care business and being able to work locally.
We turn down a lot of care workers – we want people who are
charismatic, compassionate and can build rapport with whoever they
go out and visit. People who are invested in building their skills and
knowledge and take responsibility for their work.
With an ageing population it’s going to becoming increasingly important
to find new ways to connect the elderly with the support they need in
order to prevent isolation.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics projects that by 2042 more
than 25 percent of the population will be 65 or over, increasing the
pressure on health care systems.
That’s about 6.2 million of the population being at what we would have
once called the “retirement age”.
Technology has the ability to connect millions of people with the
services they need.
As we look at existing aged care services and how inflexible they can
be, we need to be less worried about risk and more willing to adapt and
innovate to meet increasing demands.
The instant care model won’t work for everybody – but it doesn’t
mean it isn’t much needed for many people.
We are excited about how Ubercare can contribute to making care
services easier to access.
Article provided by Ubercare; an ACIA corporate member

Diversify your
investments and help
manage your risk

One of the longest standing principles of good investment
is to ensure you have a range of investments. As one of
the world’s most famous investors – Warren Buffett - says
‘one should never put all one’s eggs in one basket’
Having all your money in one investment may produce great returns.
But it can also mean big losses if your investment goes sour. If you have
a variety of investments and one of them goes bad, the others could be
stable or even increasing, which will help cushion the impact on your
total portfolio. This is known as diversification. Your financial goals are
important too and diversification can help you meet them. We all have
different financial goals and where you are in your life can influence
these goals.
Diversification and your super
Diversification can include investing in your home plus your super and
maybe some shares as well; even an investment property. But it can
also mean choosing more than one investment option within your
superannuation. The Prime Super investment team spends a lot of time
managing investment strategy for members to get the best returns and
to make sure there is a range of options.
Investment options are there so members can spread their investment
risk if that is appropriate to their circumstances. Prime Super has 10
investment options for members to choose from, and they can select
just one or a number of them.
Alternatives: Our point of difference
To achieve the aim of having investment strategy that is measurably
different, the Fund focuses in investing in alternative and direct
investments such as private equity, infrastructure and property. These
assets are overseen by our expert investment adviser.

Think about advice
As a Prime Super member,
you have access to a range
of financial advice services
to help you find out more
about what’s appropriate
for you with your super
investment. If that sounds
appealing, call us on 1800
675 839. We can provide
a level of advice over the
phone.
But if more detailed advice
is a more appropriate
option we have access
to financial planners and
can set up a meeting for
you. Importantly, the first
meeting is at no additional
cost.
And if you need any
convincing to take note of
Mr Buffett’s quote, it was
estimated recently that his
total worth is $96 Billion
https://www.
businessinsider.com.au

Like all super funds, our investments include allocations to Australian
and international shares and fixed income assets. However our higher
allocation to alternative and direct investments may provide more
stable and better outcome to members in certain market conditions.
Article provided by PrimeSuper; an ACIA corporate member
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MedSig® eSigning.
Put your residents in safe hands.
MedSig eSigning brings new standards of safety, accuracy and
reporting for every resident in aged care homes. It will:
• Reduce risk: Resident photo on the MedSig screen matches
the Webster-pak system.
• Accountable: Eliminate the possibility of non-signing; every
dose is accounted for.
• Accuracy: Instant access to comprehensive medication
information.
• Reporting: All medications are tracked and reports can be
prepared instantly.
• Security: Secure, real time communication.

Call 1800 244 358 or email medsig@webstercare.com.au
www.webstercare.com.au

HOW TO BE THE FUNDING
GURU IN YOUR ORGANISATION
When it comes to reporting on and monitoring Aged Care funding, there are two areas that are of huge
importance; ACFI and incentives. The good news is, that all this information is readily available to you on
your payment statement or already calculated for you in MyVitals, which is our free online reporting and
benchmarking software already used by 101,158 beds in the industry.

ACFI: What do you need to know?

ACFI Revenue

Staying on top of movements in your ACFI funding
and comparing it to similar organisations can give
the first indication that you need to dig a little
deeper to understand your individual situation and
where you may be missing out on entitled funding.

$1.94

Provider Assist

Government Funding

1.65 %

$188.93

$-2.39

83.99%

$201.06

Occupied Bed Day

Occupied Bed Day

Mandatory appraisal dates
and default residents:
In order to avoid a reduction in ACFI funding, you
need to be across your mandatory reappraisal
dates. By using MyVitals, you can easily track if a
resident slips into default and you can act quickly.

Payment days per domain
Comparing payment days per domain to a
benchmark is incredibly powerful in highlighting
gaps in your own or your team’s knowledge and
processes.

MyVitals

Occupancy

Watson Aged Care

Banham House:

30 beds

Search

Facility Details

RACS ID: 99999

Dashboard
Organisation

DOWNLOAD AS PDF

ACFI

Watson Aged Care

MONTHLY DATA

JANUARY 2018

Banham House

Facilities
B All data available for this month

ADL Payment Days

Morley Manor

Facility

V.E.Kelly Hostel

ACFI

Alerts
Funding Opportunities

BEH Payment Days
MyVitals

Facility

AIP

High Care

CHC Payment Days
MyVitals

Facility

AIP

High Care

MyVitals
AIP

High Care

High

235

46.17%

54.34%

67.76%

330

64.83%

59.70%

67.00%

347

68.17%

51.72

59.72%

Medium

274

53.83%

32.06%

25.68%

124

24.36%

24.60%

21.18%

131

25.74%

30.91%

27.25%

Low

0

0.00%

13.11%

6.42%

49

9.63%

11.63%

8.88&

31

6%

16.23%

12.60%

Nil

0

0.00%

0.50%

0.15%

6

1.18%

4.08%

2.94%

0

0.00%

1.14%

0.43%

Total

509

509

509

Incentives: What do you need to know?
Respite
When you are meeting the 70% incentive ratio
you receive an additional $37.35 for all high care
respite residents. If you use more than your
allocation, then you risk not receiving any funding
for those residents. Being on top of your allocation
and usage is critical!

Supported Ratio
0.15%

Supported Ratio
If more than 40% of residents in a facility are
supported residents, you are entitled to additional
funding. For example, in a 70 bed facility the
additional annual funding will be approximately
$80K and for a significantly refurbished facility it’s
even higher at approximately $140K. So, you can
see it’s critical to stay on top of this, as 1 resident
could cost you approximately $140K.

Respite
0.17%

52.00%

52.17%

% Achieved for Service

% Achieved for post ‘08 Reform

110.73%
1,371 / 1,274
Used Allocation

To get started on MyVitals and compare yourselves to
Australia’s largest aged care benchmark, contact us on
1300 419 119.
In order to access even more features and daily data, ask
us about MyVitals Platinum.

www.providerassist.com.au

Professor Margie Sharpe
says, “loss of confidence
after a fall all too often
translates into avoidance of
physical movement/activity.
Unfortunately, the lack of
physical activity actually
causes more falls.”
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Falling Better

Typically in Australia, our falls prevention focuses on improving the external or environmental factors
around a person. We encourage the use of handrails, non-slip surfaces, walking frames, non-slip
shoes, and so on. But what if we showed you how to fall correctly?
You can think of it along these

exercises/moving and challenge

So, what can a person do to

lines; sitting is the killer and

your balance on a day-to-day

accept a fall, fall correctly or fall

movement is the healer. To

basis after completing the course,

with minimal impact?

activate our balance mechanisms

you will revert very quickly to your

we need to move (eg walking

former level of poor balance.”

on uneven surfaces, shopping,
gardening).
We are designed to live in a
gravitational world (not in outer
space); so gravity is our friend and

Examples such as the Dutch
course are clinically devised to

“The magic word is MOVE to HEAL

teach people how to navigate

because SITTING KILLS

treacherous ground without

your balance.”

having to worry about falling, and

When we delve deeper into

how to fall if they did.

the NICE Quality Standards, in

It’s using physiotherapy for

particular, Statement 8 for Older

the best purpose; that is, for

If we look elsewhere, an article

people living in the community

prevention.

by Dr Colin Tidy titled “Prevention

who have a known history of

of Falls in the Elderly” it makes

recurrent falls, it states; people at

the observation, “Falls can be

risk of falls should be referred for

devastating to the affected

strength and balance training.

not our foe.

individual but are also expensive
to manage. In particular, when
associated with fracture of the
proximal femur, they carry a high
morbidity and mortality. Even
lesser falls lead to loss of selfconfidence and reduced quality of
life. This can also have significant
economic consequences because
of the cost of inpatient care and

This NICE standard has been a
recommendation since 2015 and
while some implementations

The course is devised to practice
the things you know you can do
– to positively train and reinforce
in other words – and not focus on
the things you can’t.
-end

have been evident across

Please visit the Dizziness &

organisations, such as COTA’s

Balance Disorders Centre

“Strength for Life” program,

website for a full list of

Australia still has a long way to

editorial references;

go to meet our international
colleagues.

also loss of independence and the

Furether afield, the Dutch have

cost of residential care.” Ref#1

introduced a course called Vallen

dizzinessbalancedisorders.com.au
============================

translates as “Falling is in the

FROM THE PEG
BOARD

past.”

ACIA Education

Excellence (NICE) Quality

Professor Dr Margie Sharpe says,

Standards update in January

“It is timely for Australian’s to

2017.

create their own paradigm shift,

We encourage you to contact Kym
or Barb via enquiry@acia.asn.au
to ask for more information about
our full calendar of events.

This was an outcome of the
assessment of the UK National
Institute for Health and Care

Margie says, “Maintaining our
balance is a lifelong commitment,
not just a short course in balance
re-education. We must continue
to use and challenge our balance
mechanisms daily, as much as
possible, and avoid sitting for
lengthy periods of time. If you
do not continue the balance

Verleden Tijd, which roughly

regroup or recentre and focus on
the person at risk of the fall, and
not their environment. We need
to accept people will potentially
fall, own it, and then encourage
people to know what to do about
it for their minimal impact.“

FALLS PREVENTION,
EQUIPMENT UPDATES,
SKIN INTEGRITY & PAIN
MANAGEMENT
Date: Thursday 17 May 2018
Time: 09:30am - 12:00pm
Location: ACIA Training Room Cnr of North Street and Avenue
Road, Frewville
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It’s the little things brought to
Tasting Australia which will
improve age care food
Age Editor Article

Aged care food
personality, and catering
expert, Ellis Wilkinson is
using his passion and skill
to help create positive
change around food
quality and service for
residents in aged care.
However, he is anything
but little!!
Ellis, pictured below second from
right, works with and is involved
in, various people and groups
that all have a common goal;
to improve aged care hospitality
services as a whole.
His personal push for the Tasting
Australia Innovation and Changes
Forum Aged Care Hospitality
Services is only one example.
The forum took a detailed look
at aged care cookery and the
changes it has undergone in
recent years – and also where it
has been heading.
It focused on encouraging
a sustainable future for the
industry, while showcasing aged
care cookery by chefs such as
Vitish Guddoy form UnitingSA
demonstrating molecular
gastronomy and Peter MorganJones from HammondCare.
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The forum itself encouraged those
currently working in hospitality
who wish to create positive
impact; either to understand
how to improve the consumer
experience through the use of
food, that takes in consideration
the budget, health outcomes and
social wellbeing.
Dr Alison Yaxley was one of the
forum’s panel members, and as
an academic in Nutrition and
Dietetics at Flinders University and
an Accredited Practicing Dietitian,
as well as the Food Service
Domain Leader, she took the lead
to explain how much of this can
be achieved in a practical sense.
At work she teaches food service
to student dietitians, including
oversight of their professional
practice placements in their final
year.
The Lantern Project’s Cherie Hugo,
was also a panel member who
encouraged all to take up and look
at the little things each day which
can help make a residents day
better through food.
The Lantern Project aims to
improve mealtime and dining
experiences for residents in
aged care settings, in response
to the unacceptably high levels

of malnutrition among older
Australians, particularly those with
dementia.
She says, “Factors affecting the
dining experience in aged care
homes are complex and the
constraints are many.
However, within this complex
environment, the ability to
innovate revolves around a
culture that encourages staff to
trial small novel ideas, and then
gauge impact.”
Ellis says, “The first challenge
in creating change is to adjust
the perception of aged care
cookery, which has long been
seen as an industry where
chefs and cooks go to retire, or
where overcooked and pureed
food is the norm. The challenge
we have set, is to attract the
younger generation of chefs to
our industry and educate those
already working within it.”
Ellis is the director of Hotel
Services Management Solutions,
a management consultancy
focusing all operational functions
within catering, cleaning
and laundry services. Read
over re more aged care food
personalities... continued...

“With over 30 years’
industry experience and
as an executive chef, Ellis
describes his business as
exciting and rewarding,
and says,
“Food is such a huge part
of life. Not only does it
provide nourishment, it
brings happiness and excitement and can evoke
memories through taste
and smell
– something that’s vitally
important to people living
in aged care.”

Tasting Australia
aged care
food personalities
Age Editor Article

Cherie Hugo
Since completing her Masters of
Nutrition and Dietetics, Cherie’s
goal has been to simplify the
healthy eating message by
providing practical and enjoyable
nutrition strategies in the
community. In the past 4 years,
Cherie has founded The Lantern
Project – a National collaboration
designed to bring back the joy
of good food in Residential Aged
Care Facilities.
She says some of the simplest
and best results come from the
little things, such as,
- to ask people what their food
preferences are as a conversation
starter.
- to consider opportunities
to add nutrition eg dairy
accompaniments when offering
desserts to help boost protein
intake.

- to share meals and encourage
positive social interaction
and conversation, to trigger
memories to improve food
intake.

Dr Alison Yaxley
Dr Alison Yaxley says the aged
care resident is changing – so what
will they look like in the future?
What are the implications for food
service? Alison is an academic in
Nutrition and Dietetics at Flinders
University and an Accredited
Practicing Dietician, as well as
the Food Service Domain Leader,
teaching food service to student
dieticians, including oversight
of their professional practice
placements in final year.
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Much of Alison’s research is
conducted in the ageing space,
with a key area of interest being
food service satisfaction.
Meet Dr Alison Yaxley at
ACIA’s Business Management
Forum, Thursday 24th May
To book; email
enquiry@acia.asn.au

Peter Morgan Jones
Peter is HammondCare’s Executive
Chef and Food Ambassador.
He embraces the opportunity to
bring to the aged care sector his
vast restaurant experience along
with his love for unadulterated’
foods where the ‘flavours do the
talking through fresh, seasonal
and sustainable produce and
innovation in modified meals.
Engagement of the five senses
— sight, taste, touch, hearing
and smell — is crucial to the
enjoyment of food.

Peter shared tips on finger
food and nutrition, plating, and
strategies for addressing refusal to
eat and meal plans.
Simple techniques like a soaking
method used to create scones that
keep their shape and flavour but
have a soft consistency and can be
scooped up with a spoon, provides
dignity to those who feel alienated
at the dinner table.
Peter has launched a book
specifically for palliative care.
Worth investigating.

Vitish Guddoy
Vitish’s work for improving
food in Aged Care, using
the Molecular Gastronomy
technique, was awarded the
Better Practice Commendation
Award 2017.
Vitish is the Hotel Services
Manager for Uniting SA and is
working with DuPont’s innovation
team to develop innovative food
solutions for Aged Care. He
demonstrated simple tricks and
says any one can learn the basics
in a very short time frame.
Visually appealing and familiar
foods are more readily accepted
when presented in a recognisable
way, rather than as a series of
coloured blobs.
*Molecular gastronomy is a
subdiscipline of food science that
seeks to investigate the physical
and chemical transformations of
ingredients that occur in cooking.
Its program includes three areas,
as cooking was recognized to have
three components, which are social,
artistic and technical.
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Your partner
in crime…
Risk Management for the
Aged Care Industry
“With 50% of Australian business
experiencing economic crime,
fraud is a major epidemic.”

50%
EY, Global Fraud Survey

KPMG’s latest six-monthly Fraud
Barometer shows a large rise
in the value of fraud being
committed in Australia.

“Healthcare organisations
will be the most
targeted sector with
new, sophisticated
attacks emerging.”

Did you know?
The Privacy Amendment
(Notifiable Data Breaches) Act
2017 made its way through
both houses of Parliament
with bipartisan support and
received Royal Assent on 22
February 2017. This means
that, from 23 February 2018,
the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth)
will include a mandatory data
breach notification scheme.

2017 Fourth Annual
Data Breach Industry
Forecast

© Copyright 2018 Marsh Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. Marsh Pty Ltd (ABN 86 004 651 512). LC&PA Approval No.: 17/0095. S18-0141.

NEW RANSOMWARE FAMILIES

90%
of Australian organisations have
experienced “some form of
attempted or successful cyber
security compromise” in the
2015/16 financial year.

The number of ransomware
families discovered more
than tripled to 101 in 2016,
suggesting more and more
attackers are now jumping on
the ransomware bandwagon.

Australian
84% oforganisations
have

2016

experienced attempted or
successful phishing/social
engineering attack.
Australian Cyber
Security Centre: 2016
Cyber Security Survey

2014

30

READ our latest cyber insights at

101

Symantec: Internet Security
Threat Report ISTR, April
2017 | Volume 22

marsh.com/au/cyber
Jenny Box
Strategic Risk Executive
+61 3 9603 2294
+61 420 529 412
jenny.box@marsh.com

Inspiration
ageist EDITORS

wisdom and gravitas
are not weapons
I don’t feel particularly wise.
True, I understand some things
better than other people who
have not worked in my field.
After several years at the top
of a profession, I have a new
venture, a media startup.
Every day I feel like a beginner,
at an age when my big fat ego
would prefer to feel like an
expert.
We choose our paths, and this
one, like all of my previous ones,
is never boring.
I have noticed that when with
younger people, they seem to
treat me as more or less equal,
which feels great.
It opens a possibility of a
conversation, a moment in
which I can learn from the other
person. I have also noticed that
on rare occasions, I pull out the
wisdom/gravitas card. It usually
happens when I am feeling a bit
scared. I’m using it as a defense,
and not a very good one at that.
The default being I know better
because I am older: cue the
paralyzing boredom that creeps
over their faces.
We are not all equal. But what
we all want is to be included.
We have different experiences,
and in order to be inclusive,
we need to maintain curiosity.
If I step into the room and
do my wise old elder schtick,
that curious interaction with
everyone else gets shut down.

ageist EDITORS

AI hunts for cures
There are 8,000 diseases out there that need curing. Thus far, the only
way to tackle them has been through painstaking, lengthy research,
the publishing of papers, peer review, and costly analysis and testing
by big pharmaceutical companies. Enter: artificial intelligence. Turns
out that among the most immediate applications of AI is one that
could benefit humankind’s understanding of the enormous amount
of existing research data. Leading the way — and coming to us via
the Financial Times — is London-based BenevolentBio. And leading
BenevolentBio. 61-year-old CEO Jackie Hunter. The veteran scientist
and previous head of the UK’s Biotechnology and Biological Sciences
Research Council made the jump to a startup because of the desire to
fix the low success rate and slow pace of Big Pharma.

Some of the very wisest people
of any age that I know are
perennially curious — they know
they don’t know all that much.
They don’t demand respect, they
request a conversation.

The company’s computers suck in relevant studies, articles and
papers, and scientists do the final bit of work: identifying promising
cures and partnering with drug companies to develop solutions.
Her office is filled with younger, mostly male colleagues — a point
that energizes her. “What can I contribute?” she tells the FT. “An
ability to ask the right questions, have a different point of view, and
challenge the way of doing things.” We love to see this kind of crossgenerational work atmosphere, especially one led by a woman. And
one of our favorite takeaways from the piece was Hunter’s take on
the fast-paced environment, which took some getting used to. Being
uncomfortable is good, she says, “because it means you are doing
things differently.”

Republished from The Ageist

Republished from The Ageist

www.agei.st/wisdom-vs-curiosity

www.agei.st/ai-cures
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It is not the
strongest or the
most intelligent
who will survive
but those who
can best manage
change.
Evolution is the
fundamental idea
in all of life
science - in all of
biology.

OPINION
Evolution takes time
“I Have a Dream” is a public
speech delivered by American
civil rights activist Martin
Luther King Jr. during the
March on Washington, D.C.,
for Jobs and Freedom on
August 28, 1963. At the time,
he called for an end to racism
in the United States and for
civil and economic rights.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s
granddaughter also has a
dream. The 9-year-old Yolanda
King disclosed her desire at the
recent “March for Our Lives”
rally. Thousands of protesters
(they claim close to a million)
filled the streets of Washington,
D.C., calling for action on gun
control and school safety
reform.
“My grandfather had a dream
that his four little children will
not be judged by the color of
their skin, but by the content of
their character. I have a dream
that enough is enough, and that
this should be a gun-free world.
Period.”
As an introduction, why is this
important?
Let’s break it down with Darwin.
Darwinism is a theory of
biological evolution developed
by the English naturalist Charles
Darwin (1809–1882) and others,
stating that all species of
organisms arise and develop
through the natural selection
of small, inherited variations
that increase the individual’s
ability to compete, survive, and
reproduce.
The theory of evolution
by natural selection, first
formulated in Darwin’s book “On
the Origin of Species” in 1859, is
the process by which organisms
change over time as a result of
changes in heritable physical or
behavioral traits.
......cont./

...cont./

Like any new concept or theory; it
is associated with controversy and
generally takes time to evolve.
Think Facebook.
People still call the social platform and those associated with it, “new”
and yet it alone has reached twice over a billion people using the
service and has been successful for well over a decade.
Some claim the presence of a “cultural lag” where cultures and
societies within the greater being take time to catch up with ideas, not
just the process and thought, but the technological advances behind
them as well.
This ‘lag’ can be due to location or economy or sheer unwillingness.
What social media has allowed, is an ability to gaze or peer into others
lives, to see how they react, behave and conduct their own.
There is no better recent scenario than to highlight the process of
evolution as the cultural lag from Martin Luther King’s speech in 1963
to now. Martin Luther King’s granddaughter has grown up with video,
social media, and technologies far beyond what her grandfather even
thought possible.
In theory we believe we have changed the world.
And yet, we most certainly have not in a society (social community)
context. We have evolved and we have corrected some ways, however
there is a long way to go.
We have most certainly changed the world in a technological context.
Quote; The essence of creativity is to obtain achievable and realistic
solutions, rather than standard solutions or solutions that cannot
be used or without purpose. The process of achieving a new value
requires the fostering of creative attitudes, skills, thinking, and
openness to new possibilities.
We look at the aged care workforce crisis (link: agedcare.health.gov.
au/reform/aged-care-workforce-strategy-taskforce-membership),
we look at the economic burden of the aged on our society and
the requirement to change current policy to reduce the impact
descending on us in coming years (link: http://apo.org.au/node/29086
and agedcare.health.gov.au/aged-care-reform ) and we realise the
way things have always been, is no longer viable in this current
environment.
Have we really evolved?
Or will it simply take time. 30 years time.
Charlie-Helen Robinson, Age Editor
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In 2016, we were recognised
for our passion. For our
communications, our
advice, for standing up
for what matters and the
fact our products are
tailored specifically for
our members. And in 2017
we were recognised again.
It's nice to know we're still
getting it right.
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